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Lesson 27: To spell words with the suffix ‘-ibly’

Word Sort 
Can you sort the words according to the number of syllables              
and whether they contain double consonants or not?
Name:

 reversibly
visibly

responsibly 
incredibly

possibly
sensibly

horribly
forcibly

terribly
legibly  

Can you think of any words to fit in the empty section?

Double consonants No double consonants

3 syllables

Does not 
have 3 

syllables
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Words with the suffix ‘-ibly’
Read each word. Split it into syllables. Then split it into phonemes, adding a phoneme to 
each box. Finally, count the number of phonemes.
Name:

Lesson 27: To spell words with the suffix ‘-ibly’

Word Syllable Breaks Phonemes Number of 
Phonemes

reversibly
responsibly

possibly
horribly
terribly 
visibly

incredibly
sensibly
forcibly 
legibly
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Lesson 27: To spell words with the suffix ‘-ibly’

Cloze Sentences
Can you identify the missing words in these sentences?

The firefighters ______________ gained entry in order to rescue the people 
from the collapsed building.

Once they got through the ______________ long line, Ellen ran ahead and 
found them a table.

I was ______________ upset when I heard that my favourite TV show had 
been cancelled.

I have to concentrate really hard if I am to write ______________ .

______________ and with amazing skill, the bushy-tailed cat leaped from one 
tree to the next without thinking about the potential consequences.

____________ shaken by his ordeal, the inexperienced yachtsman 
____________ decided that he was going to call it a day and retire from 
sailing.

Could you ____________ see if there is a cancellation for any of tomorrow’s 
bookings?

Please act ____________ and set a good example to the younger children.

The sunhat can be used ____________; one side has flowers on it and the 
other side has polka dots.

Name:

 reversibly
visibly

responsibly 
incredibly

possibly
sensibly

horribly
forcibly

terribly
legibly 
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Lesson 27: To spell words with the suffix ‘-ibly’

Words with the suffix ‘-ibly’
Find the dictionary definition for the words below.  
Then write your own sentence for each word. 
Name:

Word Dictionary Definition In a Sentence

reversibly

responsibly

possibly

horribly

terribly

visibly

incredibly

sensibly

forcibly

legibly
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Definition

Synonyms Antonyms

In a Sentence

sensibly
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